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President’s Message
Property Values & Real Estate Taxes: The Good News & the Bad News
It is said that death and taxes are
the only sure things in life. But in
Chicago there’s a third inevitability:
the triennial assessment. Every three
years, the Cook County Assessor’s
office estimates the market value
of all the county’s real estate. This
exercise sounds more difficult than it
is, because (at least in my experience)
the Assessor seems simply to assign
outlandish increases to all properties.
The detail work, tying any increased
assessment to actual property values,
is done in the appeal process. Put
another way, it’s the Association’s
burden to establish the actual market
values of its units.
The last assessment proposed a
60% increase in the assessed values
of 777’s apartments. We hired Jim
Field of Field & Goldberg to handle
our appeal. Field got these proposed

assessed values reduced to de
minimus increases. We hired Field to
handle the appeal of the upcoming
assessment, at a reduced fee,
reflecting increased competition in
this area of legal services.
Field could have his work cut out
for him this time, because the value
of 777’s apartments has indeed
increased. Within the past year, a
studio sold for $205,000; a onebedroom unit sold for $280,000;
a two bedroom sold for $525,000.
Moreover, three apartments (each
combining a two-bedroom plus a
studio) have sold for $275,000 or
more in the past 16 months. So unit
prices have risen. Substantially.
And the increases are not just due
to a revitalized market for downtown
condominiums. The sale prices of
777 apartments, measured on a per
square foot basis, have begun to close
the gap with buildings that should be
viewed as our competition. The prices
of 777’s two- and three-bedroom units
work out to about $330/sq.ft. Two-

bedroom units of comparable size are
listed currently for $335/sq.ft. in 200
East Delaware (#7F); for $370/sq.ft.
in 175 East Delaware (#4603); and
for $372/sq.ft. in 111 East Chestnut
(#12A). Gaps between 777 and these
buildings were all more than $60/
sq.ft. just two years ago. Obviously,
the gap has narrowed further, as
these properties will no doubt sell for
less than their listing price.
It seems likely that the changes made
to 777 have begun to bear fruit. We’ve
still got a ways to go, but the trend is
certainly pointing in the right direction.

Greg Hopp
Don’t Shoot the
Messenger!
John Meldgin reports that the City of
Chicago increased the Amusement
Tax on RCN’s services by 3% on
January 1, 2015 and as of February
RCN is passing that increase of
$1.04 per month on to you. The
charge on your March assessment
statement will be for February and
March or $2.08. From April on the
charge will be $1.04 per month.
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777’s AMAZING STAFF MAKES EVERY DAY “A BEAUTIFUL DAY IN THE CITY”
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Theron, Jim and ENOCH
Milton are
legendary
RIVERS
ARTwho
VALDEZ
doormen
long-time
777
residents
VALDEZ
remember with great fondness despite
having gone into retirement many years
ago. Milton, a very courtly man, would
greet residents with a cheery, “It’s another
beautiful day in the city.” During our recent
blizzard, when our staff went above and
beyond their daily work responsibilities to
help us all survive the inclement weather,
Greg Hopp suggested in a recent meeting
that we devote the Neighbors column to
relating some stories about our wonderful
staff who make every day at 777 “another
beautiful day in the city”. There are
countlessDARNELL
notable FLETCHER
stories to relate; here
are just a few that stand out.
ENOCH RIVERS
CH RIVERS
The most logical place to start is the
blizzard. A number of us had friends who
drove to 777 on that Sunday, February 1,
and were amazed to find garage manager,
Mesfin Baffa, greeting them and parking
their cars. In fact Mesfin was so dedicated
that he spent the night in the building to
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fromFLETCHER
time
to time. He would be amazed at
assure that the garage was adequately
ENOCH
RIVERS
DARNELL

MICHAEL
KEENON
ENOCH
RIVERS
how greatly the volume ofDARNELL
packages FLETCHER
has
staffed.
Mesfin KEENON
and his wife
emigrated
to
MICHAEL
the US from Ethiopia. He had a successful
career with Dominick’s having achieved a
management position with a large staff
prior to joining our staff last year.
David Pullman, who was scheduled the
evening of the blizzard and then again
in the early morning also spent the night
rather than risk not being able to fulfill his
responsibilities.

increased with e-tailing and at Enoch’s
computerized records. The other day I
was on the elevator when Enoch got on
with two of Irv Zitman’s daughters, whom
he was helping to clear out things in
their father’s apartment. He made sure
to introduce me and made them feel so
welcomed during a most difficult time.

Speaking of difficult times, a few years ago
my husband noticed a sink that looked
like it would overflow. Within minutes chief
And, of course, when we think of above
engineer, George Kalenik, who has been
and beyond, everyone thinks of receiving
with us since 2006, was in our apartment
room manager, Enoch Rivers, a member
temporarily fixing it until maintenance
of the 777 family since 1988. Enoch
DARNELL
could complete the repair. What makes
wears many hats and is
always FLETCHER
there
DARNELL FLETCHER
this story interesting is that we noticed it
when you need a helping hand or useful
at three o’clock in the morning!!!
information. Enoch succeeded Benny
in the receiving room position. LongVirginia Sheldon related a story of having
time residents will remember Benny; he
arrived home by taxi with a friend who
always said when he retired he would
is president of the condo board in a
move down South and fish, and indeed he
nearby luxury Streeterville building. When
did. Enoch still keeps in touch with him
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Darnell Fletcher immediately came out to
greet their taxi her friend remarked, “Your
door staff is so much better than ours.”
Incidents like that make us so proud our
building.

About the New Artwork
AVENUE ROOM PHOTO
in the Avenue Room

Speaking of friends, I have an older
friend who visits us frequently. One day
(in bitter cold weather) she was merely
walking by the building trying to get a cab
to meet someone in the neighborhood.
Philman Williams recognized here and
immediately ran out to get her a cab
while she waited inside. She was very
impressed by his thoughtfulness, and
we’ve been tremendously fortunate to
him on our staff since March 2011.
And Art Valdez, who joined us in 2010, is
very well known for his pleasant manner in
assuring that pool deck rules are followed
in the summer. As the father of nine (with
five grandchildren), Art is probably wellpracticed in this roll
Greg Hopp wanted us to be sure to mention
that Michael Keenon was completely
undeterred by the extreme weather in
helping him out of a taxi and retrieving his
wheelchair. And when you’re struggling
with packages or a cart coming from the
garage and the automatic door magically
opens and the elevator door immediately
opens probably Art, Mike or David are at
the desk watching the camera and are
responsible for that magic occurrence.
These represent just a few examples
Greg, Virginia and I have experienced.
How about you? Do you have an example
of a staff member going “above and
beyond”? Please let us know. Leave a note
at the desk or email us at Cece55E@aol.
com and we’ll report them, with special
emphasis on the quiet excellence of the
work done by our maintenance staff,
often out of the view of residents.

Roberta Shwartz

In the village of San Pablito, high in
the mountains of the state of Puebla
in Mexico, the community of Nuju
(or Otomi) still speak their native
language, Nuju, and are recognized for
their creative designs in papelamate,
hand-hammered bark paper.
The Nuju are the only tribe in
Mexico that continues to make the
papelamate paper that was originally
used for recording the Mexica (Aztec)
codices. The art of bark papermaking
was hidden from the Spanish invaders
by the Nuju and survived throughout
the centuries because the spirits
and gods cut from the bark paper
were, and continue to be used by the
Nujucunaderas in their spiritual work.
Many of the families in San Pablito
are involved in the papermaking
process, but the paper made by the
Trejo Gonzalez family has received
national and international awards
for its combinations of delicate and
imaginative cuttings.
The paper is made from the bark
of the Jonote tree. The Nuju of San
Pablito cook the bark in a hot bath,

with lime and ash added in order to
soften the pulp, and then wash it.
Bleach is added to the pulp in order to
prepare the bark to receive the color
from the natural dyes of flowers, ash,
earth, bark and other plants. The pulp
strips are then laid out on a board in
a grid fashion and hammered with
a flat stone until the grids merge,
creating sheets of solid paper which
are then dried in the sun. To hammer
the paper they use the same type of
flat stone that has been used since
pre-Hispanic times. When visiting San
Pablito, the sounds of stones clacking
can be heard from every direction of
the dense, beautiful mountainside.
The final presentation is actually
two separate pieces of paper of two
different weights – a heavier piece for
the bottom and a more delicate piece
for the cutout. The thinner paper is
made, dried in the sun, folded and
snipped with scissors in designs that
depict the various gods and animals
of the Nuju. Finally the delicate cut
paper is applied and pressed to the
heavier base paper while the bottom
piece is still in the drying process.

Kim
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Tidbits
suffered a heart attack. Chris recently
visited Rhode Island to be with him.
We wish him a speedy recovery.
Many of our residents are using
the cold weather to renovate their
apartments, and all of us are looking
forward to the beginning of the hallway
renovation. We wish everyone a Happy
St. Patrick’s Day and a wonderful,
balmy (hopefully) First Day of Spring.
Andrew Kim

Jim McKeown

It may have been blustery outside,
but 777 residents didn’t let the nasty
weather prevent them from enjoying
the many February festivities: Super
Bowl Sunday (in the midst of a
blizzard!), Valentine’s Day, Presidents
Day, Restaurant week (which was
actually two weeks), and Theater
Week. In fact, in the midst of the
worse weather there were lines of
people waiting for our wonderful staff
(more about that in Neighbors) to hail
cabs to go to the opera, symphony
and other local cultural and culinary
events.

Get well wishes to long time staff
member Lenton (Kirk) Kirkland, who
is recovering from knee surgery. We
hope your surgery was a great success
and your recovery is a quick one.

Jim McKeown

Two new residents who moved in
during February attended the Feb. 7
New Residents Orientation. Andrew
Kim, a second year law student at
Northwestern, is enjoying living so
close to his classes. Originally from
California, he has been adjusting
to our winters and is excited about
moving into 777. Jim McKeown
is more accustomed to Chicago
winters, as he grew up in Lombard
and attended Loyola University. He
is current an I.T. recruiter, based in
Itasca. A warm welcome to you both.

As we prepare to celebrate our
building’s 50th birthday, we were
all sad to learn one of our original
residents, Dr.
Irving
Zitman,
(featured in the Aug., 2015 Neighbors
Column) died just shy of his April 15
100th birthday. He and his late wife
Florence Zitman were active in our
building where he served on the Board
of Directors, and in the neighborhood,
and he was looking forward to
celebrating our 50 year anniversary.
Dr. Zitman was a well-known physician,
who practiced internal medicine at
Northwestern Hospital and Michael
Reese Hospital, where he was Chief
of Staff and President in the 1960s.
Our condolences to his four daughters
and their families and to his many
friends. Donations in his memory can
be made to the Jewish United Fund.
We were sorry to learn that Board
member Chris Medici’s elderly father

Roberta Shwartz

REAL ESTATE ACTIVITY
Active Listings:
Studios:
3606
		3602
		1103
		2603
		3305

$157,500
$159,000
$175,500
$189,000
$197,000

Jim McKeown

Sale:
Two Bedroom 1000 $320,000
Source: Chicago MLS Courtesy of
Helen Beller, Berkshire Hathaway
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